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Feedback Analysis and Action Planning
2. Professional Feeback (2022-20231

2.1 Feedback analysis
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Syllabus contenl of course is based on industry needs and
demands.

IPoor fiFair lcood IVerycood IExcellent

Emphasis is given on professional skill development
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Content is focused on understanding of the practicaUapplied
aspects of the theoretical concepts

I Poor I Fair lcood lvery Good I Excellent

Employability is given weightage in curriculum design and
development

lPoor lFair IGood lVeryGood I Excellent
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The curriculum is updated .egularly to suit the current
professional needs

I Poor 5 Fair lcood lvery Good I Excellent

Syllabus content imparts knowledge and understanding of
advanced/latest techniques/developments

! Poor 5 Fair lcood lvery Good I Excellent
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Course content includes teaching about Professional ethics

IPoor {Fair lcood IVeryGood IExcellent

Training strategies develops a constant learning attitude
among the students

I Poor {t Fair IGood IVery Good I Excellent
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Emphasis is given on developing communication and other soft
skills

IPoor &Fajr lGood lVeryGood I Excellent

Training is imparted to develop administrative/managerial and
leadership skills

aPoor lFair !Good IVery Good I Excellent
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Curriculum is designed to transform a student into a ready
professional

IPoor tFair IGood lveryGood lExcellent

2.2 Action inputs and planning

After due discussion on Professional's structured feedback analysis, the finalized
actionable points, as pointed out by the Professional Feedback Analysis Committee,
are summarized below:
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Syllabus content of course is based on
industry needs and demands.

The following actions will be taken -
Staying updated on industry trends via
research, conferences, and
networking, engage experts for tailored
content, analyse job descriptions for
guidance, gather feedback from alumni
and employers to refine the curriculum,
adapt content regularly, utilize project-
based learning, offer internships, and
prioritize continuous improvement.

Emphasis is given on professional skill
development

Appropriate measures such as -
ldentify relevant skills, embed skill-
based objectives in the curriculum, use
active methods like case studies,
stress real-world application,
collaborate with industry, offer skill
workshops, provide feedback, integrate
skills across courses, and continuously
evaluate and improve based on
feedback will be taken.

3 To prioritlze practical understanding of
theoretical concepts following
measures will be taken: Use of case
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Content is focused on understanding of
the practical/applied aspects of the
theoretical concepts
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studies, hands-on activities, and
problem-solving exercises, integrate
real-world examples, guest speakers,
and internships, encourage refl ection
and discussion and assess
continuouslV for application profi ciency

4 Employability is given weightage in
curriculum design and development

Measures such as - Aligning
curriculum with industry needs, forming
advisory boards for guidance, integrate
practical skills, offer internships
programs, include professional
development modules, assign industry
pro.Jects, host guest lectures and
workshops, provide career resources,
facilitate networking and maintain
feedback mechanisms for curriculum
adaptation will be done.

5 The curriculum is updated regulady to
suit the current professional needs

Appropriate measures will be taken to
update curriculum as per need,
feedback and inputs.

Syllabus content imparts knowledge and
understanding of advanced/latest
techniques/developments

Steps such as staying updated through
research, conferences, and literature,
engage experts and offer guest
lectures, integrate case studies and
projects, provide online resources,
offer professional development
opportunities and collaborate with
industry for insights and regularly
revaew and update the curriculum will
be implemented.

7 Course content includes teaching about
Professional ethics

Appropriate measures such as
ensuring ethics education by
integrating modules and case studies,
inviting guest speakers, facilitating
debates, and role-playing, emphasize
ethjcs codes, refl ection assignments,
and assessments, integrate ethics
across curriculum and emphasize
professionalism for future practice will
be done.

8 Training strategies develops a constant
learning attitude among the students

lvleasures such as promoting growth
mindset; embrace challenges and
learn from failures, use active learning
methods and foster curiosity, provide
constructive feedback and encourage
reflectlon, support peer learning and
continuous assessment, personalize
learning experiences and model
lifelong learning and utilize technology
for self-directed learning will be
implemented.
Needed steps such as integrating
dedicated modules for soft skills, use

6.

o Emphasis is given on developing
communication and other soft skills
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of interactive methods like group
discussions, provide constructive
feedback, apply real-life scenarios.
Conduct professional workshops.
Encourage peer collaboration and
extracurricular activities. Utilize tech for
skill development. Assess soft skills.
Foster continuous improvement
through reflection and goal-setting will
be done.

10. Training is imparted to develop
administrative/managerial and
leadership skills

Steps such as identifying skills via
needs assessment, develop tailored
training, use role-playing, simulations,
and case studies, offer executive
coaching and peer learning, provide
feedback, organize leadership
workshops, enable experiential
learning, continuously evaluate and
improve training effectiveness will be
done.

11. Curriculum is designed to transform a
student into a ready professional

Measures such as aligning curriculum
with industry standards, emphasize
practical application through projects
and internships, develop professional
skills and career readiness, instill
ethical conduct, integrate technology
and offer continuous feedback, provide
mentorship and foster lifelong learning
and evaluate outcomes for
effectiveness will be done.
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